
As a division of Realty Pro 100, Pro Escrow, a non-independent broker
escrow, is a neutral third party between buyer and seller in a real

estate purchase transaction at all times.  
 

Inline with Realty Pro 100's mission of emphasizing lasting
relationships through its beliefs, principles and exceptional hospitality,
Pro Escrow, a non-independent broker escrow, delivers the same level

of hospitality to our agent's and their clients.

Judy Le, Escrow Officer

Pro Escrow, A Non-Independent Broker Escrow, is Realty Pro
100's 'in-house' escrow company led by Escrow Officer and
Manager Judy Le.

Judy has nearly 2 decades of extensive escrow experience in a
wide range of leadership and management positions.

Judy’s past experiences in escrow management allowed her
opportunities to develop expert organizational and client service
skills. She is a consummate professional providing superior
communication, knowledge and service.

"Judy and Pro Escrow were very helpful
and professional! Judy herself was very
attentive and nice to us. The whole escrow
process was very smooth and quick. We
are very thankful for that! This was the
purchase of our first home so it’s extra
special! Also we were using VA loan and
we had no issues or delay with that. So
thank you, Judy and Pro Escrow, for
making it easier!"

-Xioyaris Torne, Buyer

"We had an excellent experience with your company.
Everything was managed thoroughly and as required.
There were no surprises and we never doubted that
the process would complete successfully. It is
wonderful to encounter professionalism at this level. 
 Thank you very much."

- The Koenig Family, Sellers

"We were very impressed by your work and the way you
were so prompt with everything.  My clients were impressed
with the way you handled signing of Escrow. I would like to
use you again if you are willing."

- David Oliver, eXp Realty

"Even though I was the listing agent in a sale, (and the listing agent usually has
choice of escrow), we really wanted to please this particular buyer because we felt
they were so right for the home.  The buyer’s agent requested Judy Le of Pro Escrow. 
 My transaction coordinator jumped for joy when she learned we were doing
business with Judy Le. She reported how efficient, pleasant and on top of things Judy
always is. I found this to be absolutely true. Realtors, buyers and sellers depend on
the work of escrow. Excellent work such as Judy Le’s of Pro Escrow is so deeply
appreciated."

-Carl Jones, Reliance Real Estate


